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The stars had already shone for some while when, without haste, the dreamer 
finally permitted himself to leave. He went to take dinner. Toward midnight he 
presented himself at an establishment where he stayed as late as possible, until 
closing. Then he would meander through alleyways, advigilating the impending 
dawn. 

I said I saw him everywhere. I grew used to him; were there a day without, I felt 
the lack keenly. Spotting him once at the train station, as he took the Arad, I was 
overtaken by a childish panic that he was leaving for good, my unknown friend, 
the person whose gentle eyes regarded the sky, trees, flowers, children . . . 

It would have been difficult to forget him, as his memory was so closely bound to 
Cişmegiu, and I remained faithful to the park, even during the great showers that 
fell in advance of the comet’s appearance that summer. As the verdancy awoke 
toward evening, utterly inebriated with humidity and emptiness, the garden 
revealed its unimagined beauties. And in the most wonderful of all evenings, on 
the wide bridge over the lake, I had the pleasant surprise of re-encountering my 
friend. 

Propped against the unsteady guardrail, he trained his gaze upon the brilliant, 
rising white of the morning star. Noting my burning cigarette, he approached to ask 
for a light, and this flame was enough to thaw whatever ice there was between us. I 
learned that I was not completely foreign to this man: we had met so often. He had 
only been waiting for the chance to introduce himself to me, and he thanked the 
surroundings that provided it, in this very night. 

“Faced with Beauty,” he explained, “solitude becomes a burden, and tonight is 
very beautiful, dear sir, a night out of a fable or a dream. This kind of night returns 
to us, so they say, from a long time past; out of their mystery the old masters liked 
to form sacred legends, yet only rarely did the quill of the sharpest of them succeed 
in describing the limpid shadow in all of its translucent blue. Tonight is the 
expulsion of Hagar, the flight into Egypt. It’s as though time is fascinated and 
slows its gait. And the wet air suffers no breeze, the branches no murmur, the light 
on the water no shudder . . .” 

Today, so many years later, I hear him still. His speech was measured and spare, 
lending even his most insignificant comments the charm of his solemn, warm 
voice, which he knew to modulate and inflect, to make it rise or fall with happy 
skill. I walked beside him; the pleasure of my listening grew in the shadows of that 
almost mystical night, its deep blue refracted in his eyes, and its endless quiet in 
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his whole being; I listened without tiring for the whole night. But, for all he had to 
tell, a single night was not enough; on parting, toward morning, we agreed to meet 
the next night, which passed in the same way, and then again, and again, without 
interruption, one after another, for nearly three months . . . 

. . . these, among the few pleasant months of my life. As the days grew shorter, we 
met earlier, parted later. Had there been no more day at all, and we stayed together 
without interruption, I would have had nothing to regret; with him, even eternity 
would be pleasant. Nothing was more monotonous, however, than the way we 
passed time. Our conversation prolonged supper almost to midnight; we continued 
speaking outside, calm peripatetics, up and down the wasted alleys of unknown 
peripheral areas, forgetting we were in Bucharest. Sometimes, reaching an open 
area, the man would stop to look long into the sky, which became more and more 
beautiful toward autumn and whose every constellation he knew. When the 
weather was bad, we went to his house. 

He lived on the quiet Str. Modei, on the second story of a building owned by King 
Carol, with an elderly French woman who let him two chambers, richly furnished 
in the heavy style of fifty years ago, a salon in front and a bedroom in back, 
separated by a high partition built of window panes. Within the abundance of 
ebony and mahogany, of silks, of velvets and mirrors—beautiful, frameless, wide 
as the walls themselves—the tenant’s love of flowers, impelled to obsession, 
produced a crazed harvest of roses and tulips, which, together with the candles we 
would find alight in both of the five-stemmed silver candelabra whenever we 
arrived, marked a select luxury, framing my host in such harmony with his being 
that my memory cannot disentangle his person from the place. 

But then the enchantment was under way: the man spoke . . . 

The narration undulated languidly, braiding a rich garland of noble literary 
blossoms from all peoples. Master of the craft of painting with words, he 
effortlessly found means to express, in a tongue whose familiarity he claimed to 
have lost, even the most slippery and uncertain forms of being, of time, of distance, 
such that the illusion was always complete. As though bespelled, I undertook long, 
imaginary journeys with him, journeys such as no dream ever provided . . . the man 
spoke. Before my eyes unrolled charming throngs of tangible visions. 

Proud ruins ascended mountainous heights skirted in ivy; the venous verdancy 
suffocated the weathered fortress walls. Desolate palaces dozed in abandoned 
gardens, where stone gods, dressed in flesh, smiled as the autumn wind scattered 
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mounds of rusted leaves, gardens with fountains where the waters no longer 
danced. The train of the full moon cascaded over old, sleeping cities, flashing fires 
caressed the swamps. Lavants of lights gilded the mud of enormous sleeping 
metropoleis, igniting bits of the fog above them like the pockmarks of disease. 
Away from their charcoal and beige we rapidly fled; at dawn, the snowcaps bled in 
the mist. We set to confront the peaks’ bracing dizziness, leaving behind the 
flowering fields; we climbed through evergreen groves, tracing the whisper of 
brooks scattered beneath ferns; we climbed, inebriated by the potent air, higher, 
ever higher. Below our path, between bare scarps and arrizes crowned with thick 
pine trunks, the valleys extended along the snaking creeks that petered into the 
haze of thick, distant fields. A prolonged rustling rose like a prayer. In the peace of 
a limitless aloneness, we gazed in praise at the eagles’ slow rotation over black 
cliffs, and at night we felt closer to the stars. But soon, a gale began and the 
temperatures plunged and toward midday we were compelled to descend, into 
crags with tender names where autumn languished until spring, where every 
suffering, even death, vested the face of voluptuousness. The bitter emanation of 
oleanders spread over sorrowful lakes that mirrored white steeples mixed among 
funereal cypresses. Pious peregrines, we entered castles of quiet, and, forgetting to 
genuflect before Beauty, we wandered along inclined paths and grassy squares, we 
venerated august masterpieces in old palaces and churches, we penetrated the soul 
of the past by contemplating the sublimity of its vestiges. The ship slid slowly 
between the banks great Hellenes and Romans had praised; the pillars of ruined 
temples rose from nodes of laurel trees. A Greek woman smiled at us over a fence 
draped with jasmine, we haggled with Armeniac and Judaic merchants in bazaars, 
we drank sweet wine in smoky cabacks with mariners and belly dancers. We were 
dazed by the diverse bustle of crowded, sunbathed docks, the calm rocking of 
masts; we were charmed by the gentle silence of Turkish cemeteries, the white 
delight of eastern cities languishing like harem girls in the shadow of grand 
cypresses; we let the blue spell of the Mediterranean ravish us until, overwhelmed 
by the torpor of its enameled sky and overtaken by the Libyan wind, we sailed into 
the ocean. Toward midnight, out of the dance of humidity and light, an endless 
delectation emerged to our wondering view. The tilting rays gilded the dry 
hoariness, rent the brume threaded with all the hues of the rainbow, and composed, 
as never before or since, heavy blushes of sunset, transparent violets and grays in 
long summer evenings, a magical brilliance of boreal dawns over glacial dunes. 
We turned next toward the tropics—we dwelt among planters in the melancholy 
dream of Florida and the Greater Antilles; we penetrated, along the trail of “orchid 
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hunters,” the verdant dark of the sylvan Amazon sparkling with darting parrots. 
Nothing escaped our ravenous investigations; we discovered lost paradises on the 
expanse of the peaceful ocean, where, under novel constellations, we made the 
long crossing, we headed toward countries of violets, toward the cradle of ancient 
civilizations; we celebrated the coming of spring at Ise; we sank into the rites of 
perdition of Chinese and Indian nights; we shuddered through scented evenings on 
the Bangkok waters. The burning air mellowed the silver bells of the pagodas, 
turning over the silver of broad plibani leaves. We forgot Europe; all that we had 
once admired now seemed utterly stunted and dull. We re-embarked, over and 
over, in search of deeper horizons, older forests, more florid gardens, grander 
ruins. Our satisfaction came only when beauty or oddity made us believe we were 
in oneiric realms, yet whatever the wonder, whether created by the sport of being 
or by human effort, it would not hold us long and we again set forth, wandering 
somber environs and ravines of solitude; we avoided the tristour of barren wastes, 
the horror of fetid pools, to return as quickly as possible to the sea. 

The sea . . . 

It shone like a pond, mirroring, within the refuge of the coast’s curved arms, the 
turquoise firmament and pearls of its clouds, blossoming like a field or sparkling 
like a swarm of bats, pale and weak or vivacious, verdant, and vigorous, frothing 
toward the sky whose daughter it is: of this he spoke with a pagan’s devotion, his 
voice sank into a tremble even to mention the name, as though he had revealed a 
mystery or mouthed a prayer. To voice praise of this, the enormous power of the 
globe in motion, the matrix of all that lives, unchained and unbespoiled, human 
speech was never truly enough, and even the most famous poets blanched when 
they attempted songs to her. His thought lay within her as though on the bed of a 
shell, she echoed endlessly in his heart, the one passion of his life, he desired to 
discover her grave . . . 

. . . he now fell silent, his gaze lost in nothingness. For the space of an hour, I had 
felt something heavy press my chest, squeeze my temples. This man, accustomed 
to the dash of wind from across the expanse and the salubrious scent of marine 
gale, feared open windows; he lived imbrumated with thick smoke, candied in 
heavy scents. Late at night, the candle flames petrified like thorns and, from time 
to time, there was the smothered pop of a falling rose petal. 

It was not his only oddity. I was sometimes reminded of that young Englishman 
whose sad history I had composed. He also lined his travel tales with select 
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historical details; he also demanded every corner of the realm or of the waves 
reveal all it had ever witnessed, enlacing the landscapes of today with visions of 
yesteryear. He liked to dream before the cliffs from which Sappho threw herself 
into the sea, and on the shore where Pompeii’s pyre was raised. Here was the 
beautiful Inês assassinated, there the mad king died imprisoned. But while the vast 
landscapes painted in a word by Sir Aubrey were barren of human spirit, as though 
just after the flood, those of my new friend teemed with the peoples of the entire 
world, in picturesque dress: sheiks and pashas, emirs and khans, rajahs and 
mandarins, priests and monks of all orders and sects, astrologers, hermits, wizards, 
bloodletters, leaders of wild tribes whose wedding guest he had been or party to a 
hunt, and he had suited their desires and tastes as much as he did those of his 
numerous European friends, with his natural courtesy—quiet, quaint, permissive, 
lacking pretension or prejudice of rank, unforced—that betrayed a great boyar in 
the highest sense of the word, one of the last of those who preserved what was 
pleasing and attractive in “the old regime.” And I didn’t ask myself who this 
Pantazi was—it appeared this was his name—this gentleman who craved the 
Beautiful and imbibed of the spring of all knowledge, who read Cervantes and 
Camões in the original and spoke Gypsy with beggars, this knight St. George of 
Russia; rather I resented, in this person so spoiled by fate, his predilection for 
sadness, the mystery of that quiet melancholy that enshadowed his being, 
romantically and endlessly mirrored in the sight of so many skies, so many seas 
and seashores. Bit by bit, their evocation awakened a new spirit in me, a nomadic, 
nostalgia-rent spirit; it ignited my desire to depart, the temptation of journeys 
toward the unknown, the charm of distant roaming, and made me tremble; and at 
the thought that I might remain the slave of a single speck of earth, be damned to 
macerate and minish unsatisfied and restricted, I suffered terribly —I felt beaten, 
pestled, and hopeless. Like those magical spears that alone could salve the wounds 
they made, only my strange friend’s stories could mollify this evil drive, thanks to 
which I was lost in the world of dreams, drugged as though by poppies or cannabis, 
my imagination inflamed to match his own, and followed by no less bitter 
awakenings. 

I had bound myself again to an unknown person in friendship, a bosom friendship; 
we were always together, his house was open to me at any hour; in the end, I 
stayed more at his than at mine. With autumn, he went out less frequently—he 
chilled easily; if the weather was bad, he would leave his curtains closed all day 
and keep his candles lit. He would speak longingly of a villa that waited for him, 
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somewhere under a warm sky, at the edge of the sea, surrounded with greenery and 
flowers. Flowers—how he loved them! The last roses in Bucharest scattered their 
petals inside his house, and since the stems that took their place had no smell, 
handfuls of spiral vanilla poured forth their aroma from broad cups. Low tables 
offered you bonbons, raisins, and sugared beverages. The man lived within a 
boundless absence of care, nothing and no one bothered him; sunk among 
cushions, he smoked and narrated, new stories always followed by long lapses into 
thought, when his eyes welled up with tears. And aside from myself, I knew of no 
other guest. 

But then, about one month before the night which began the present story, in the 
French estaminet where they religiously kept a table for Mr. Pantazi, in the most 
sheltered corner, there was at the supper-hour a ruckus. With what occasion the 
squawking assembly of Bucharest’s most frou-frou entered the narrow room, I do 
not recall; I know only that, instantly sated with this dull and vacant people, I had 
decided to keep my eyes on my plate, when there was an entrance that deserved 
not to be overlooked. For a moment I imagined I saw, making use of the idiotic 
mob of social buffalo, two famished beasts enter a pen. 

It was one of those close couples, usually born of perversion, who are so 
intertwined that you can’t imagine either one alone. It was obviously vice that 
bound this duumvirate—what else could unite two such different men? The older 
one, with blackened hair, was hopelessly well-attired; his stiff but still svelte body 
wore a head such as our time would never trouble itself to create, and his severe 
face seemed to have returned from another era, its haughty features stained by 
revulsion and hatred. The other was much younger, flabby and flaccid; he rocked 
on legs that bowed around a projected belly; his grinning snout mirrored the 
filthiest indignity. The first, very cold, turned his melancholic gaze over the heads 
of the crowd, while the second’s lively patchwork eyes played restlessly, gleaming 
with base ill will. The overall impression the second one gave was to his miscredit, 
yet when placed alongside the proud man, his shameless, low-life mug became 
even more repulsive. 

“You couldn’t find water at the bottom of a river,” he shouted, loud enough for us 
to hear. “It’s me, poor little Pirgu!” He shook Pantazi’s hand familiarly and, 
avoiding mine, sat at our table without asking permission. His companion, 
however, only sat when invited and after the necessary presentations, which I 
performed with even greater pleasure as I had long desired to bring these two 
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creatures together, Pașadia and Pantazi, meant to understand and to prize one 
another. 

We kept the place open until daylight. Pirgu left and came back many times, ever 
drunker. To prove to Pantazi how much he loved him, he constantly called him 
“nene” and kissed him. “Don’t let me kiss him, my brothers,” he begged us, “I’ll 
dispatch him to Govora.” 

“Abject buffoon,” Pașadia remonstrated, “mind we don’t send you to Mărcuţa!” 

It would have been fitting at that moment for all three of us to accompany him to 
the asylum; we would never be released. Did Pantazi and I not follow Pașadia in 
his nightlife, he who let himself be blindly led by Pirgu? An unimaginable world 
was unveiled to me, with depravities I would never have witnessed otherwise, and 
if I had heard tell from someone else, I would have thought them pure invention. 
Bucharest had remained faithful to its old norms of decrepitude; every step 
reminded us we were at the gates of the Orient. And yet, the debauchery surprised 
me less than the madness that dominated at every turn; I admit I did not expect to 
see so much and such varied freakishness fermenting, to encounter outbreaks of 
unbridled insanity. I could find almost no one who, sooner or later, did not betray 
some infirmity, who would not unexpectedly spout nonsense; I lost, in the end, 
hope of meeting, in flesh and blood, a human creature completely sound of mind. 
The number of truly interesting cases remained, however, low, and among them, 
the only one I reckoned worthy of research was Pașadia. 

I have already recounted how, some fifteen years earlier, my great friend had 
resolved a long struggle with the misorder of his melancholy zodiac and then had 
buried himself alive. Since that time, everything he did was so exaggerated and 
abnormal that you had to adopt the popular opinion: he was crazy. This was the 
person who, as part of the unhealthy perenmity he nurtured against Romania, had 
vowed to alienate himself forever as soon as his meager means would permit him, 
yet he came to emburse his coffers more than he had ever hoped, and then not only 
did he not cross the border, but he established himself precisely in Bucharest, in 
the damned city, that place that overflowed with bitter memories. From one of 
Zinca Mamonoaia’s old houses, acquired in liquidation, he made himself a 
sumptuous hermitage, completely restoring it and packing it with all kinds of rare 
valuables, where he lived grandly, like a boyar. How he lived was a tale of Halima: 
there was no house like his. He, who for fifteen years employed a chef and valet, 
did not take his meal until evening and then only at the bistro and, also for some 
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time, never slept at home, in his own bed. He would not suffer his domestics, who 
emerged to fulfill his wishes and vanished mute as ghosts, to live under the same 
roof with him; they dwelt serenely in a building apart, where they coupled and 
spawned families and hangers-on of whom the master knew not a thing; there was 
a famous tale of the day he looked out through his window to see a long box being 
drawn out of his courtyard, and never did he ask the identity of the dead man. 
Because a list of all the oddities of this type would never find its end, I will content 
myself to name the most amazing: Pașadia lived, in alternation, two lives. 

From morning to evening he did not leave his house, he did not get up from his 
desk, his books and papers; he read and wrote without pause. During this time he 
did not smoke, he only sipped from a strong cup of coffee without sugar. I would 
visit him occasionally, and each time was a celebration for me. What a select 
being, what a difference between this dear man and others, what a chasm! All the 
consecrated vulgarity usually practiced on this planet had left not even a shadow 
on him, no trace—nothing Balkan, nothing gypsy; crossing his threshold you 
crossed a border, you came to civilization. There dominated the ponderous 
delectations of the spirit. How then was it possible that this man of letters and the 
Court, who would have enriched the days of Weimar, should permit himself to 
partake, all night through morning, in the filthiness of a Pirgu, that this Western 
man, fine in his tastes and particular in his manners, should ingest pastrami and 
unfiltered wine, tripe soup and fruit brandy—as though an old man of Vienna, lost 
in the spell of Mozartian dreams, would listen to Oriental jamborees? Had his will 
to live fallen quiet, had he become the blameless victim of a strange derangement? 
I thought so, and I doubt another interpretation would appear more plausible to 
whoever knew of the horrible inheritance that so emburdened Pașadia. 

An age has passed since the first one with this name—to which was added the 
compellative Măgureanu, after a parcel of land afforded to the family by a baron—
escaping some place in Turkish parts, to eschew punition for a double murder, 
resorted to Wallachia and became a local strongman. A sad fame survived the 
bloodstained man, who no one ever saw laugh. This unbeknown tramontane, 
rumored to have concealed his origins because they were too base, gave every 
evidence of the contrary, in body and soul; he demonstrated the signs of a lofty 
stirp in decay: orgulous carriage and noble shape, haughtiness, acerbity and 
cruelty, laziness, distain for his own life, thirst for revenge and a will to hate, traits 
that passed to his descendants who, had they not been constantly at odds among 
themselves, could have established a strong and fabled house. Not without 
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foundation did some believe their choice of Romania was unpropitious, even 
though it was his line’s passionate and recalcitrant nature, irritated by enmity, and 
not solely the animosity of their surroundings, that prevented them from reaching 
that level their valuable mental gifts intended. They showed themselves greedy for 
learning, pleasant in conversation, and masters of literature; quick-witted and 
competent, but without continuity in what they did, quirky and capricious, each 
carrying within him the germ of his own perishment and perdition, and if one 
considered the fate of the Pașadia-Măgureanu line, one would say that this people 
was burdened by a dark anathema that drove them without cessation toward 
extinction, while first supposing them to the most difficult ordeals of despondency. 
Uprooted and transplanted in foreign soil, the old stem, battered by enmity, 
pathetically scattered its last leaves. The murderous and torturous strongman fell 
early (poisoned, they say, by one of his own); the second, the cavalry commander, 
a hardhearted hunter, passed most of his life in the dark forests of Vlăsia; when 
accused of highway robbery and stamping false coins, he disappeared forever 
without his name being heard again; his son, the father of my friend, a father not 
worth the name, an enemy, an addict of card games, a rake and a drunk, macerated 
each installment of his inheritance and died in the throes of insanity. His cousin, a 
young poet, died in the same way; of the girls, the only one to be betrothed caught 
her hair on a candle the night of her wedding and burned herself alive. The women 
who mothered this people—the staid and hately Greek with clenched teeth 
hatching her long fury among crates of clementines and Gaza oranges, the 
enemious and daring Serbian who, on her deathbed, spit the communion wafer into 
the priest’s beard and spent out her breath in curses on her children, the infest and 
hypocritical Braşovan who was consumed by cancer and envy—further 
envenomed that sickly bloodline, spawning a funereal dowry of mauvacity and 
improbity, but at the same time, each woman sharpened the wits of her round of 
offspring, that sterile wit, an ill will, to a higher level of acuteness. The souls of his 
predecessors nested unpeacefully within him, glinting in his somber gaze, grinning 
in his sinister smile, they stunted his rise, they blocked him from glory, they 
impeded his wondrous acquisition of achievements; and he alone knew how many 
times he must set all his self-control against them, an internal struggle more 
devastating than that against external malificence, and from which he did not 
emerge the victor, until the very end. One day, his watershed day, he let his 
predecessors reclaim a part of his rights, he himself lifted the bar, and then he 
plunged into debauchery, until he reached the bottom, yet, as I feel I must repeat, 
the degradation did not mark him for a moment, because if the patrician spends a 
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night in Suburra, he does not change his manner, nor does he hide his rank, he is 
just as grand in his vices as in his virtues. Something unnatural happened that 
evening: such a strange numbness overtook him that the person Pirgu clung to, 
unopposed, did not seem Pașadia himself, but only his body; only his gaze 
remained alive, darker and more troubled, as evidence of a rending pain inside. He 
would sit, smoking cigarette after cigarette, sipping glass after glass, the entire 
night. I knew how to resurrect him; suddenly the man would revive, his eyes would 
clear, a cold, sad smile would illumine his lifeless face. I would turn conversation 
toward the times of yesteryear, of long ago. I knew that the vision of the past, his 
passion, was the only thing capable of moving him; he spoke of the past with a 
mystical recollection; the heresy that his shadowy and old soul might once have 
had other incarnations was the only sin he permitted his belief, the only gentleness 
and only caress. So strong was this vision for the man that he would immediately 
share it with us—with Pantazi and me. Then a new journey began, no less 
beguiling, a journey into centuries past. We would usually find ourselves in a 
century dear to us, and in all senses nostalgic: the eighteenth. 

We three were progeny of renowned dynasts, a trio of knight-monks from the sect 
of Saint John of Jerusalem, called Maltese, proudly wearing on their chests the 
crown and white enamel cross hung on a ribbon of black canvas. We arose from 
the mists of the Rakish-Sun, raised by Jesuit fathers and armed by the Villenese. 
While young, serving in a naval caravan, we had sunk Barbary Tartars with a 
broadside; later we had fought on dry land for the triumph of the fleur-de-lis; we 
had been at Kehl with Berwick and with de Coigny at Guastalla; after that victory, 
we took our leave of military life and, yearning to see and to know, we, the 
unbroken trinary, embarked on a restless wandering, in the footsteps of 
Peterborough. Select courtiers, from one end of Europe to the other there was no 
Court we did not investigate, our red heels echoed over all of their staircases, each 
one’s mirrors returned our stalwart faces and inscrutable smiles; we cut our swath 
through Court after Court; well received and well regarded by all, we were guests 
of the Grand, the Holy, and the Illustrious, of great Conquerors, of the middling 
and small, the Abbess-Princesses, the Prince-Hegumens and the Prince-Bishops; at 
Belém and Granja, at Favorita and at Caserta, at Versailles, Chantilly, and at 
Sceaux, Windsor, Amalienborg, Nymphenburg and Herrenhausen, Schönbrunn and 
Sans-souci, at Haga-on-Maelar, the Hermitage and Peterhof—we were 
connoisseurs of “the sweetness of life.” During the uninterrupted day- and night-
long celebrations, we experienced what no other had or ever would, we indulged 
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insatiably in all the delights of the senses and the mind, because, although lacking 
greatness, it was a blessed age, the last age of good pleasure and good taste, in 
short, the age of France, and above all the age of delectation, when even the 
churches replaced cherubim with cupidons, when, torpid with longing, hearts were 
presented in sacrifice to the blindfolded god, and we who had seen le Bien-Aimé 
throwing himself at the feet of the Marquise, had seen the philosopher of Potsdam 
moaning after Kayserlinck and saw Semiramis the Muscovite tearing out her hair 
over the death of Lanskoi, even we did not escape the sweet disease—“it was so 
beautiful at night under the high chestnut trees”—seeing in women not only an end 
but a means; since politics tempted us, we often made bedrooms into bridges; and 
because all of our work came to a happy end, we lived in the company of the 
chosen and served the satraps personally. Implicated, in the shadows behind every 
scheme and intrigue, there was no fabricking or unfabricking without us, our 
flattery and gifts purchased royal concubines and imperial paramours, we were 
advisors and guides to dignitaries, we worked behind scenes for their rise or 
overthrow, we fulfilled missions of all types: we allied with Belle-Isle at Frankfurt 
on the vote for Emperor, we accompanied Richelieu to make his petition in 
Dresden, we procured Watteau canvases in Paris for Frederic the Great, we carried 
the diamond jewels of Elizabeth Petrovna to be polished in Amsterdam, we 
ordered lace in Mechelen for Brühl—none of this came from the pursuit of wealth 
or glory, but only from our need to be constantly in motion, our restlessness. 
Insatiable rovers, eternally under way, passionately curious and pining for 
pleasure, we frenetically spent our souls in the tumult of the greatest era ever 
known; we shared in all of its enthusiasms and confusions. And we were mad for 
music, we campaigned for Rameau and for Gluck, and like three Rakes from the 
East, we knelt before the child that would be Mozart; we had a weakness for 
adventurers: Neuhoff, Bonneval, Cantacuzène, Tarakhanova, the Duchess of 
Kingston, the Chevalier d'Éon, Zannowich, Trenck—they all enjoyed our support, 
either hidden or public; we housed the old and depressed Casanova with Waldstein 
at Dux; we were attracted as well by all that seemed supernatural: the mirror of St. 
Germain, the carafe of Cagliostro, the baquet of Mesmer, the bizarrities of 
Swedenborg and Schröpfer found with us, who no longer believed in anything, 
credence. And we paid close attention to the works of Scheele and Lavoisier. 
Slowly, we built friendships with most of the people whose names history cannot 
help but emphasize, they sent us missives, they called us to make detours to 
Montbard or Ferney; we prolonged our charming stopovers with Hoditz, in the 
Silezian Arcadia at Rosswalde, we energized the retinue of the Empress in Tauris, 
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we let ourselves loose in the frenzy of Venice Carnival, and still wearing masks, in 
the other Venice at midnight, our arms received the falling King, gunned down by 
Anckarström. It was written that the most beautiful of ages would close in blood, 
and when, after a few months, we saw between flashes of Phrygian caps a pale 
bearing on its end the head of the Lady of Lamballe, we understood that our time 
had passed as well, and that because, soon, it would crush and ravage and 
obliterate all that we had loved in the world, we covered our faces and disappeared 
forever. 
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Additional praise 

 

“In this marvelous classic of Romanian literature, the Rakes take the reader on a journey through the seedy 

underbelly of a very Balkanic Bucharest in the year 1910, populated by a cast of eccentric characters. A 

whirlwind of an unparalleled richness of imagery, imagination, and language.”  

—Jan Willem Bos, translator (into Dutch) of the Orbitor (Blinding) trilogy by Mircea Cartarescu 

 

"Sean Cotter took up the impossible task of presenting in English the phantasmic magic of Mateiu 

Caragiale’s Romanian prose, engendered at the seamy border between decadence and civilization in turn-of-

the-last-century demimondaine Bucharest, where redolence and stench bind themselves in unsanctioned 

transactional trysts, where the common currency is the kiss of Judas. We owe him our gratitude."  

—Julian Semilian, translator of Mircea Cărtărescu's Nostalgia 
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